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Dating App Magic 
 

with Kathryn Alice 

 
 
 

  
Meet Mindful (https://www.meetmindful.com/) - MeetMindful is a relationships 
company that inspires people to make meaningful connections every day. We’re 
not only a dating app, but a meeting ground for people who want to live their 
happiest, healthiest lives—and connect with others who feel the same. 

• dating app (with an older woman from Blueprint) 
 
	

  
Tinder (https://tinder.com/) - Tinder is a location-based social search mobile app 
that allows users to like (swipe right) or dislike (swipe left) other users, and allows 
users to chat if both parties swiped to the right. The app is used as a dating app or 
hookup app, depending on the user's individual preference. 

• Visit YouTube video “Is Tinder evil?” 
• Younger people (18 to 40 years old) 
• Bad raps because some are using it for hookups 
• Huge database 
• goes largely of photos 
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Bumble (https://bumble.com/) -  Bumble is a location-based social and dating 
application which facilitates communication between interested users. In 
heterosexual matches, the app permits only women to start a chat with their male 
matches, while in same-sex matches either party can message first, though all free 
users must reply to messages within 24 hours or the match disappears.  

• the woman makes the first move.  
 

  
Coffee Meets Bagel (https://coffeemeetsbagel.com/) - Coffee Meets Bagel looks at 
each user's Facebook account to help identify potential matches. A user is exposed 
to at least one match per day, but can only contact their matches if they "Like" 
them and their matches "Like" them back. 

• matches you with friends of friends on Facebook and gives you a limited 
number of matches each day at noon.  

• you're not as friendly or you're shy, it's a better bet. 
 

  
Plenty Of Fish (https://www.pof.com/) -  PlentyOfFish is available in nine 
languages. While it is free to use, PlentyOfFish offers premium services as part of 
their upgraded membership, such as who has "liked" a member through the 
service's Tinder-like MeetMe feature, and allowing users to see whether a message 
has been read and/or deleted.  

• has 2nd most subscribers after Tinder,  
• more suitable for older, too 

 

  
Happn (https://www.happn.com) -  The app uses a feed based upon the location of 
users' phone, listing possible matches.  

• lets you find single folks close to you at any time 
• That might be a good one to try if you're a mediator 
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 First Met (https://www.firstmet.com/) - FirstMet Dating app (formerly AYI) is an 
online dating app that helps you match and meet new people with similar interests 
and goals.  

• a good pool of over 30s.  
• Matches you by interest (The downside of that is you don't have to have all 

that much in common with your soulmate) 
 

  
Once (https://getonce.com/) - Once brings back some magic to the online dating 
world as it is all about quality over quantity. Everyday at noon you get matches 
that are specifically selected for you based on your criteria and you have 24 hours 
to decide if you want to give it a go – 24 hours of full attention, yes my friend.  

• It’s a new addition that allows women to rate and review their date. They 
can give a rating out of five stars, rate whether they are an accurate 
representation of their photos and then leave feedback. The idea is, it helps 
protect women from dangerous men and it encourages men to behave better 
on the date. Three comments are publicly visible on the man’s profile for 
other matches, too. 

•  

 
Match.com (http://www.match.com/) - Match is #1 in dates, relationships and 
marriages, and our app can help you find whatever you’re looking for, wherever 
you are. 

• Over 50 crowd 
 

 
Our Time (https://www.ourtime.com/) - A dating site that not only understands 
what it is to be over 50, but also celebrates this exciting chapter of our lives. 
 

  
eharmony (https://www.eharmony.com/verify/) - eharmony is the first service 
within the online dating industry to use a scientific approach to matching highly 
compatible singles. eharmony's matching is based on using its 29 DIMENSIONS® 
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model to match couples based on features of compatibility found in thousands of 
successful relationships. 
 
	

  
OkCupid (https://www.okcupid.com/) - OkCupid is an American-based 
international operating online dating, friendship, and social networking website 
that features multiple-choice questions in order to match members. It is supported 
by advertisements and paying users who do not see ads. 
 
EXCLUSIVE DATING APPS  
 

 
Raya (http://rayatheapp.com/) - Raya is a private, membership-based community 
for people all over the world to connect and collaborate. It costs $8/month to be a 
member of Raya. 

• celebrities & influencers - “an exclusive platform for people in creative 
industries.”  

• Vogue called it the “Soho House of dating apps”  
• best way in is to find a friend on there and get them to recommend you 

 
	

  
Sparkology (https://www.sparkology.com/) - Sparkology is an exclusive online 
dating service "that caters to young and successful professionals in the 
metropolitan scene." Named as the "best elite site" for online dating.  

• (Ivy League folks) pretty expensive 
• goes by under and over 40’s professionals  
• guys pay per interaction so they’re probably serious   

 
	

  
Luxy (https://www.onluxy.com/) – A millionaire matchmaker.  

• (the well-heeled) 
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The League (http://www.theleague.com/) - Members-only swiping app aimed at 
professionals, with acceptance and matches based on LinkedIn and Facebook 
profiles.  

• (NYC, LA, SF) –  
• pairs you up with those of your same level of education and ambition.  
• Gives you only a few at a time.  
• Blocks FB and LinkedIn friends. Everyone is vetted. 
• (popular folks & hides you from colleagues and friends for anonymity) 

 

  
Hanky (http://www.hanky.com/) - The gay app that won the hearts of all. With 
loads of authentic live photo-updates from the guys in your neighborhood you hold 
the power to explore who wants to meet up today and what they look like at this 
very moment.  

• (a private gay network)  
 
	

  
Grindr (https://www.grindr.com/) - Grindr has quickly grown into the world’s 
largest social networking app for gay, bi, trans, and queer people. 
 
There’s a NICHE DATING SITE for everyone now: farmers, foodies, and people 
who care a lot about “Instagram.” Most of these apps are very self-selective. You 
don’t sign up for FarmersOnly.com if you don’t want to meet someone who 
understands the nuances of fertilizer. And you don’t sign up for Raya if you don’t 
want to meet people who care about being elite and exclusive  
	

 
FarmersOnly.com (https://www.farmersonly.com/) - an online dating site meant 
for down to earth folks only. 
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Inner Circle (https://www.theinnercircle.co/) - The Inner Circle is a selective social 
networking dating app for young professionals who live in the same city operating 
on an invitation-only structure.  

• (London-based for the continentals/Europeans & Brits but worldwide, a 
sophisticated bunch)  

 

 
Tinder Select - Tinder has been operating a members-only version of the platform 
called Tinder Select, which is meant to serve only the elite users on the app, 
including CEOs, super models, and other hyper-attractive/upwardly affluent types. 

• Tinder Select is a secretive, invite-only platform for extra-wealthy, extra-
sexy people. 

 

 
Sweatt (https://www.getsweatt.com/) - A dating app for the fitness community. 
Only available on iPhone, iPad.  

• a workout app where you meet others who like to work out. Look for any 
app that has a social aspect that is focused on what you enjoy. Super specific 
at this age is good.  

 
How do you find the best app for you? 
 
MOST COMMON DOWNFALLS: 

• you get discouraged by it 
• a real time suck 

 
BEST WAYS TO USE THE APP: 

• it's an invitation you're sending out to the universe to say YES 
• it can be a great affirmation that there are plenty of single people like you 

that may be suitable for you out there 
 
WATCH OUT FOR:  

• ones with dead profiles. OurTime.com is known for that. There have been 
similar claims about Match.com. 

• Write off anybody who gives you a hard time,  
• write off anybody who will not meet with you quickly,  
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IF YOU ARE OVER 50:  

• Match.com  
• eharmony 
• OurTime	

 
IF YOU ARE OVER 40:  

• Raya  
• Bumble though the pool of over 40s is lower.  
• The League.  
• Happn.  
• Plenty Of Fish.  
• Match.com (more serious).  
• Okaycupid (also serious) 

 
BEST PRACTICES: 

• have a picture that represents you 
• It's just an introduction 
• always have to take any rating with a grain of salt 
• Do your due diligence before you sign on 
• Look for any app that has a social aspect, that is focused on what you enjoy 
• Do follow your divine guidance 

 
YOUR BEST BET: 

• ask your friends, see what they are doing and ask those you are attracted to, 
even your exes, if you are friendly.  

• Be proactive.  
• And as I mention often, don’t leave it to just online, flirt and connect 

wherever you go 
 
IN-PERSON: 

• Go golfing 
• InterNations, if you're more international and want somebody who likes to 

travel  
• high end hotels and clubs  
• make your own party.  
• The Yellowstone Club in Montana.  
• Soho House. 
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I bless you for finding and discerning the perfect dating 
app, the perfect path, straight into the arms of your 

soulmate! 
 

Love & support, 
Kathryn 
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Transcript 
 
Hey, there. It's Kathryn Alice. Welcome to the Dating App Magic course. I'm so 
glad that you're here and the reason that I am doing this course is because there are 
so many dating apps proliferating. It's a good thing in general in my opinion but 
you do need to learn to use them well and right and everybody has questions about 
which one is for me are the evil and things like that.  
 
A couple of years ago “Vanity Fair” came out with an article that said that Tinder, 
basically, which is a dating app, is evil and that it's no good. I actually did a video 
series that you can look up on YouTube and see refuting that irate idea. I asked the 
question, “Is Tinder evil?” I think it's a five or six-part video and it'll help you too. 
So you should go find that as part of this work that we're doing together right now. 
You can subscribe to me on YouTube because I don't put a lot on YouTube but 
when I do it's pretty meaningful. I actually put things that will help you to 
subscribe. It’ll be another way that I can continue to uplift you.  
 
On the subject of dating apps, they're just an extension of online dating. They were 
created when the iPhone was created basically. Shortly after that, when the iPhone 
was created, I think it was around 2007 they made available apps which are very 
simple programs, easy to use, as are the dating apps.  
 
Dating apps have started to replace online dating to some extent. Both are good. As 
you may know, if you've been doing my work, any app that you use, any only 
dating that you use are only to get an introduction. You still have to do traditional 
dating after that. Just keep that in mind. It's just a means to an end and so we need 
to know about these dating apps.  
 
Tinder got a really bad rap, I'll tell you that, because a lot of people would use it 
for hookups and that could be true of any app. The ones that skew younger guys, 
usually guys, or kind of looking for booty calls sometimes. They have this sex 
drive that won't quit and so they're feeding that appetite. And so, yes, it makes it 
very easy to meet people to be a sex buddy. That's okay, there's nothing wrong 
with that but if it's not what you want, and this is what I tell people, then you want 
to guard against it. You don't want to jump in bed too easily, you want to test them 
by waiting a while and seeing if they're really attracted to you to wait. If they're 
that attracted in that and into you because you can completely bypass all of the 
downsides if you move slowly and if you're cautious. That is just as applicable for 
dating apps as it is for online dating.  
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As we go into these different apps and what they'll do for you and who they’re for, 
I want you to note that. This is just a brief overview of the apps, it's not exhaustive, 
but hopefully I can give you enough information for you to know if it's going to be 
for you or not, okay?  
 
I just have to say, Tinder has a huge database, one of the very largest and so 
everybody is on there. They [skews] pretty young. So, if you're older and looking 
for somebody older, you probably don't even want to use that one. It was kind of 
the original one. They got a lot of traction. It's the most well- known and there are 
a lot of people on there but it does skew young’s and it gave it a bad reputation. It 
skews young and there is a lot of casual sex involved.  
 
But you can find an app for you whoever you are that will work and the good news 
about it, it's not as exhausting as the online dating used to be. I think even that it's 
gotten better driven by the apps and how easy they are. Sometimes you just put a 
picture, a couple things about you and you're off. A lot of people get daunted by 
how hard it is to put up a profile with the traditional dating sites and these in 
general will skip a lot of that and skip a lot of the agonizing. I have gotten hold of 
people who were completely stymied by the online dating services and just almost 
were agonizing and at a standstill and taking days and days and days to put up a 
profile or sometimes months. Nothing that you do need to be that complicated. 
Love is not that complicated. It could happen to you any minute, any time and so I 
like the idea of apps in that way. Just that it's easier and it's quick and it can just 
facilitate what needs to happen and that's a quick introduction.  
 
Now, just as in online dating, when you use these apps for their goal and that is to 
meet somebody in person, then you should set-up just 20-minute coffees or just do 
an introduction. If you're doing my work, then you are now armed with a way to 
bond more quickly, to find out more quickly if they're the one and not waste a lot 
of time. Because one thing that's true of online dating and dating apps is they can 
be a real time suck. Just trying to weed and some people even get addicted to them 
as though they're going to be the be all and all for their dating life. They shouldn't 
be any of those things, they're just a means to an end. If you find yourself 
obsessing about them or using them to heavily or getting addicted, then, you're 
using them wrong. I just want to tell you that. You shouldn't be checking every 
minute for one.  
 
A lot of people tell me, they go out to try to meet somebody and they're trying to 
look people in the eye everywhere they go and people are completely into their 
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phones and not present in the here and now. I would hate for you to do that. Let's 
not use it so that you're sitting there in a place where you could be meeting people 
and you’re obsesses with your phone and sideswiping people. You're using it 
wrong. That is something I would absolutely guard against. The best way to use it 
is to use it down and you set a timer and in 20 minutes you set yourself up.  
 
If you've done my online dating work, then you should already have a nice photo. 
Get it on your phone, get it on your tablet, wherever you're going to download the 
app. General apps are used a little more on the phone. Some of them don't even 
have access to a traditional computer. You're going to have to have a device like a 
phone and so you need to get that picture you took transfer to your phone. If you 
have e-mail on your phone, one of the easiest ways to do it is get on your computer 
and attach a couple photos to your e-mail and then send it to another e-mail and 
then download it. Sometimes you can just put it in a Dropbox or in your iCloud 
and then it's available. You want to make sure--photos drive these apps and so you 
want to make sure that they're there.  
 
Now, if you're trying to be anonymous and not put a photo because maybe you're 
known or it's too little of a town you live in, you can do that but I have to warn 
you, as always, that if you don't have a couple of pictures of yourself, you're going 
to get less interest, okay? Just in general.  
 
Just the same as my online dating advice, when you do your profile, fill in the 
information and any dating app, you want to make sure that you're in a good mood. 
You want to be at that soulmate level of attraction, feeling good about things, 
feeling hopeful, approaching this as a big adventure and that's it.  
 
On the downside, the two most common downfalls and this is true of online dating 
and also dating apps are:  
 
Number one, that you get discouraged by it. This is just one way that you should 
be opening to love. You still should try to meet people in person and be open 
wherever you go and still have the magnet on because somebody might land in 
your doorstep. They might have a reckon here we are as I say and so just don't use 
it to discourage yourself. If you're not getting good hits on the dating app, if 
nobody's showing up or responding, do not take that to mean anything at all, okay. 
Because it doesn't. The people they are just might not be your one, that it. Don't 
take it as any harbinger, any prediction of how well you're going to do in dating. 
So, that's number one.  
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The other way that these can really be discouraging and get you down in a pitfall is 
it could be a real time suck that just you get obsessed with as I mentioned earlier 
and we really don't want that either. The waiting can be daunting. Take it casually 
because what I know to be true and what I've seen over and over again, if you 
somehow miss your one on the dating app, then you'll get thrown together anyway 
or they’ll show back up for you. You won't miss them, you can't. I want to reassure 
you that usually what studies show over and over again is that usually people are 
on more than one app. And so, let’s say you miss them on Tinder, you miss them 
on Bumble, you’ll show him up again on Raya. So, just keep that in mind as you 
do it. Nothing is make or break. Remember this is not all getting it perfectly, you 
have a good dose of magic working for you. The universe is in your favor. It's 
neither a numbers game or a getting your profile or doing things just right game. 
You've got magic, you've got grace on your side so you don't have to get it perfect. 
Just do it and it's a sign to the universe.  
 
The best ways to use these apps are: Number one, it's an invitation you're sending 
out to the universe to say, “Yes, I'm serious about this and I'm ready.” Number 
two, it can be a great affirmation that there are plenty of single people like you that 
may be suitable for you out there and that's very reassuring. You only need one so 
you don't even need that many but it's kind of a boost that all these great people are 
also single and you will meet them.  
 
Now, having said that I'd like to now get into some of the different apps and what 
they are. I'm going to go into some age categories as well. So, that if you're not at 
the first blush of youth, you're not on the wrong app because some of them skew 
younger and some skew older. Let's start going.  
 
I've already talked about Tinder. Tinder is the most common dating app. Grindr is 
the one for gays and it's mainly a lot of times for booty calls that people in Grindr. 
Gay people have met their soulmate that way too. But, Tinder is the equivalent of 
Grindr for heterosexual people. I primarily deal with heterosexual people. I work 
with a lot of gay people who've also met their soulmate and so I do but because I'm 
not gay, I might be a little bi, I think, but because I'm in a heterosexual long-term 
marriage with my own soulmate, I tend to attract more people who are 
heterosexual and so I work with them a lot more. I work with a lot of women but 
some guys. The guys can use these apps just as easily so this applies across the 
board.  
 
So, Tinder can work mainly, as I mentioned, it is for younger people. It has a huge 
database of people and it's very casual. It's visually driven and so in this case you 
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want to have a picture that represents you a good one. Studies show that it's better 
to have a picture that represents you than one that was 10 years ago or 50 pounds 
ago, okay. You want to be somewhat accurate but you do want to look good.  
 
As I've mentioned before, the best picture you could do is just a casual snapshot or 
two at sunset when the flight is the best at magic hour. Make sure you're lit well 
and looking good. You want to feel good about it as well but it doesn't have to be 
perfect and something accurate is better than something that’s airbrushed and a 
long time ago or doesn't represent how you look right now. One of the biggest 
source of complaints with any app is that your picture doesn't look anything like 
you. You're going to waste a lot of time if it's not. So, try to get that. Tinder goes 
largely of photos. Basically, swipe one way if you like somebody because it's 
going to give you matches that will give them all the time for you and then you 
swipe another way. If you want to save them, it sends out a signal to them as well.  
 
If you're younger like let's say between 18 and probably 40, this is going to be best 
for you. It's very shallow and so again, everything’s shallow until you meet 
somebody and go deeper with them. It's just an introduction and there are more 
people probably on Tinder wanting a booty call than anywhere but we've got a lot 
of marriages from them and so you can use it that way. You just don't want to put it 
out too early. Don't get physical too early with that if you're going to use it.  
 
Let's keep going. Bumble. People love Bumble because Bumble is for women. 
What it does is the women get to make the first move. Women feel safer of that. 
It's a way to avoid a lot of scams. It also is a way to feel safer because of that. And 
so that's a really, really good one to look into. If you're a woman and you would 
like to make the first move. It's a great way to go. I've heard good reports and 
people have met a lot of people that way. A lot of people are on there. It's starting 
to dominate now which is great for us, right? You want to make sure there are 
enough people and some people have it's been on a very rarefied one and it's okay. 
It's okay for that because sometimes you only need one and sometimes that one 
person you're looking for is on there but it's good to be on. If you're going to do a 
couple and it's pretty easy to set these up. It's good to do at least a couple of them. 
That's a good consideration because of that as well.  
 
Let's see. The next one that I wanted to talk about here is Happn. Happn is great 
because it lets you find single folks close to you at any time. If you're in a place 
and you've got some hours to kill or a few minutes to kill and it's a crowded place 
where there's enough people, you can see who's single near you and go from there. 
That might be a good one to try if you're a mediator. You could have it on your 
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phone and set it up and then if you're somewhere you see there's a lot of people 
around, then you could look around. Even if you're in a foreign country, you could 
find somebody who speaks English near you who's who single. That's a really good 
app to try.  
 
Coffee Meets Bagel is another good one. It's just as cozy as it sounds. Coffee 
Meets Bagel matches you with friends of friends on Facebook and so you do need 
to have a Facebook profile populated with your friends and it gives you a limited 
number of matches every day at noon. That's really a good bet if you want to kind 
of weed well.  
 
I have to say that one of the things I teach often and to great success is that friends 
of friends are one of your best dating pools. You don't really need a pool. If you're 
magnetic, your soulmate will fall out of the air, right into your lap. But if you've 
been, let's say, you're not as friendly or you're shy, it's a better bet. I'm pretty shy, 
my husband is really shy and we met through friends of friends. So, Coffee Meets 
Bagel would be good in that regard.  
 
PlentyOfFish is another good one. It has the second most subscribers after Tinder 
and it's more suitable for older as well. If you're over 40 in particular, PlentyOfFish 
is a better bet and it's free. PlentyOfFish is something I talked about in my Online 
Dating course and so now they have an app. You can do the exact same thing since 
Tinder is one of the one of the ones I talk about and lead you through. That's a 
great one for you to use the app and it's not a big stretch if you’re already online 
with it anyway.  
 
Now, another great and is Happn which I mention it helps you find people close to 
you any time. It's a pretty up and coming one.  
 
And then, First Met is good if you're over 30. It matches you by interest. It has a 
very good pool of over 30s. The downside of that is, you may have heard me say 
and this is very true, you don't have to have all that much in common with your 
soulmate. Believe it or not, if you love each other that's enough in common and if 
you're going to have children together or blend your families, you've got all those 
people in common plus all of your mutual friends. So that's good. The downside of 
that is that you don't have to have that much in common. Some people who are real 
human like a real feminine woman who's way is not into anything they're into. If 
your soulmates, you don't have to line up but if you have an interest that’s going to 
take a lot of your time. Let's say that every single weekend you travel to golf 
tournaments or you try different golf resorts and that's really your interest. It is 
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good to find a person who also golfs because it's taking a lot of your life. Or, let's 
say that you do something professionally where you travel. It will be good to be 
with someone who loves to travel and is into you enough that they want to travel 
with you and support you. That's when this First Met would be a very, very good 
bet.  
 
I want to talk about now about an app that I just got interviewed for a story in a 
major magazine for and that is the Once dating app. It's new but it's up and coming. 
I know it's very popular in England and other places and they have this very, very 
cool feature and that is new. It's already an up and coming at that's been very 
popular but now they've added this crazy cool app. I don't believe in fear in dating, 
I do believe in discernment and caution, I don't believe in getting overly fearful but 
if you have felt like a little trepidation and especially if you're a woman about 
dating apps because there are scams, my online dating material shows you exactly 
how to avoid any scam or ever be fooled like Catfish, right? But this Once dating 
app gives you a little bit better. It's already popular and they have a new addition to 
it that's pretty great. If you feel like fear is happening for you or you have a lot of 
trepidation about it, what it does, it allows women to rate in review their date. It's a 
little sexist in that way but in general women have more fear and there can be more 
guys who tend to scam so that's okay because it kind of caters to that. What it does 
is it allows you if you're a woman to give a guy a rating out of 5 stars. So, you can 
give them 3 out of 5 stars, 2 out of 5 or 5 out of 5 and you're rating people on 
whether they have an accurate representation of their photos which is as I mention 
a big concern and then you leave feedback about how good your date was. It's a 
great thing because it does help protect women from dangerous men and it 
encourages men to behave better on the date. So, it kind of encourages a pretty 
high vibe on it and that's what I like.  
 
There are three comments at all times that are publicly visible on the man's profile 
for other matches too. If you're a guy and you're well-behaved and a good catch, 
this it up show a likelihood many times over that the woman will connect with you. 
A lot of guys complain to me that they put out so much effort, they reach out to so 
many women and they don't hear much back. And, if you're a woman, the 
advantage of that is that it gives you an idea, a little greater idea of what the guy is 
just like with you're looking at ratings on Amazon or on eBay or even on Yelp or 
any other rating app. They’re kind of helpful. You have to take them with a grain 
of salt.  
 
I had somebody who troll and who had absolutely unreasonable expectations who 
did my work and this person was mentally imbalanced. She actually was a 
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borderline personality and ended up spreading all over the Internet horrible things 
about us because we had to draw a line eventually with that. And so, you always 
have to take any rating with a grain of salt as we have found out. You need to 
know that but it does give you some idea of how people are, okay.  
 
The next one that I want to mention are exclusive dating apps and those are once 
that you actually have to get vetted a little more to be on them. The good thing 
about them is that they can match you a lot more accurately and because they vet 
people, everybody has to get approved on these apps. It cuts down on any 
likelihood of wasting your time, getting catfish which, I'm going to help you 
prevent any way or of getting scammed in any way, whatsoever.  
 
The first one I want to mention gain some notoriety through a guy who was on 
“The Bachelor” and it's called Raya. It has a ton of people on there including a lot 
of celebrities and influencers. Influencers are people who have a big following on 
Instagram, on Twitter or even on Facebook. It is called an exclusive platform for 
people in creative industries. “Vogue” magazine called it the Soho House of dating 
apps. You can't get into it automatically though I've had a number of clients, 
private clients, that I've shepherded into getting on it to people that I know. The 
best way to get in because you do have to apply and be approved and it's possible 
you might end up on a waiting list for a period of time, is to find a friend on there 
and get them to recommend you. Once you sign up it should show you other 
friends or ask around. It's good if you are famous or if you're a leader in your 
industry or if you're an influencer where you’re on social media a lot and you have 
a following. You can get on there and you may meet somebody. There's been 
rumors that like Leo DiCaprio was on there, Zac Efron and then some older 
influencers as well.  
 
But, if you tend to be someone who's known, it's a way to shield yourself for 
people who might be fans and believe in me, one of the worst things to ever deal 
with is people who are fans of yours.  
I found that out when I was starting to do my work because people, they’d hear my 
voice and I'm a healer at my heart and they'd start you know wanting to start liking 
me. They didn't know why but it was because they really needed to make an 
appointment. If you are famous, people want you for the wrong reasons. We 
cannot have that and so that's a good way to go. If you're even, not even super 
well-known but just a kind of a leader in your industry of any kind or there's any 
way that you might be known or be a little bit more exclusive, that's a way to go 
and there are great people on there and there vetted.  
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All of the apps I'm going to tell you about now, that's the case.  
 
So, let's go on to Sparkology. Sparkology is a little expensive. It was started by 
people in the Ivy League. It divides people up by the under and over 40s. And so, 
if you're over 40 year, you want somebody over 40 or if you're under 40 and you 
want somebody under 40, it weeds it out. Now, something controversial about this 
particular one is and it was written up in kind of dissed is a guy pay per interaction. 
The good thing about that is because they're having to pay, they're probably 
serious, they're probably not wanting a booty call. It might be a way to go in that 
way.  
 
Luxy is another one. It’s for people who have money. It might be a good way to 
find somebody. If you're worried about a gold digger and I have had both women 
and men fall into that category, get on Luxy because you can't get on there unless 
you have the means. It's a legitimate concern if you do have money. Money does 
weird things to people and people treat you either really well or really badly if you 
have money. They can poo poo you and kind of think not valid any problem that 
you have because why would you have problems if you have money or you might 
get judged for having money or they might kind of want you because you have 
money and there been a very well-documented cases of that. This would take away 
that particular concern.  
 
Another one and this is if you are gay, just to give you another option besides 
Grindr is Hanky. It is a private gay network so there's a little more exclusivities to 
it.  
 
Now, The League is another app. One downside of it is only in major cities New 
York City, L.A. or San Francisco. I have a client right now who's in Montana who 
actually gets around and is on this. Because, it doesn't matter where you are if you 
can get there, okay. If you travel pretty easily, if you travel privately, whatever. 
You can still go there. The League is considered exclusive because it pairs you up 
with those of your same level of education and ambition. It only gives you a few 
matches at a time and it blocks Facebook and LinkedIn friends. Everybody is 
vetted to be on there. If you join, they actually research you. If you are private and 
you don't want anybody who might be a colleague, a customer or any of your 
friends on there, it does kind of the opposite of some of the others apps I 
mentioned and it blocks them. Some people prefer that, okay. It pairs you with 
those of the same level of education and ambition and so in that way, that can be a 
huge plus.  
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Now, there is a niche dating site for everybody. And so, if you're a farmer, there’s 
actually a dating site called FarmersOnly.com. There's dating sites for foodies 
people, really into fine dining and people who care a lot about Instagram for 
example. There are ones for all of those and most of those apps are very self-
selective. If you have something you're really passionate about, you might as well 
try it and add that to one of the repertories. You don't sign up for one of these 
unless you want to meet someone who understands what you're into, okay. You 
don't want to sign up for Raya if you don't want to meet people who care about 
being elite and exclusive or in a particular world.  
 
Inner Circle is another exclusive app. It's London-based and it is for a continentals, 
Europeans and Brits but they're worldwide and they are a sophisticated bunch. The 
League which I've previously mention is it's kind of for popular people and there's 
also the anonymous factor as well. If you know a lot of people and everybody 
knows that you’re online dating, that's a good one as is any of these more exclusive 
apps with that people, okay.  
 
Now, we mentioned Tinder before. Tinder actually has Tinder Select. It has a huge 
database and there is no way to be on it but it's so secretive, an invitation-only 
platform for extra wealthy or extra sexy people. Let's not look for it for rejection. 
Some people take this as huge rejection if they never got invited. If you don't put a 
lot out there, they might not select you. It doesn't mean anything if you didn't get 
selected and I have no idea what they're algorithm for figuring that out but I 
thought I'd mention it just in case.  
 
How do you find the best app for you? I'm going to get into that a minute in a 
minute. When I've been talking, if your ears perked up at something that probably 
directs you to what you want in all of the work that I do with anybody on any 
subject to manifest. If they get excited about something, if it's resonating with 
them, then that's the way to go. So, think about that for a minute. What have I said 
so far that actually resonated with you? What piqued your interest? What sounded 
interesting?  
 
One thing I will tell you to watch out for is the ones with the dead profiles. 
OurTime, I should mention OurTime and I'm about to get over age appropriate. 
Once, OurTime.com is known to have or it's been rumored at least to have a lot of 
dead profiles, okay. There have been similar claims made about Match.com. Do 
your due diligence before you sign on. I would say it's more critical if you have to 
pay than if it's free. If it's free you don't have a lot of skin in the game and so you 
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just need to weed. If people are not answering you back, that's because they have a 
lot of dead profiles of people who are long married and I've heard that before.  
 
My experience, when I did my original Online Dating course, I signed up to go do 
it with everybody else and it is been hell to try to get off it. I'm married as you 
know and I never put anything on there more than I just want a friend. I still got a 
cons of people hitting on me because people do but I couldn't get off there. That’s 
why you can never on any app or any online dating site, never assume that there's 
something wrong with you if somebody doesn't get back to you. Never take 
anything online as rejection. I have to warn you about that and insist that you take 
that policy. Never ever get hurt or rejected if somebody doesn't get back to you 
simply because we don't know what their story is. They could be long married, 
they could have a dead profile but they're never they've never look at it anymore 
and they're never going to get back to anybody. That's been true of me with my 
dead profile that I can't get off a couple of these sites. And so, watch out for that, 
look at reviews and I'm going to tell you a real secret in a minute to how to pick.  
 
But, before we do that, I did want to share with you about age-appropriate apps 
since a lot of the people that I--my sweet spot in terms of who I work with tends to 
be age 35 to age 60. That's just a tendency and so I have some who are much 
younger people in their late teens in some of my courses as well as people in their 
70s and 80s. I haven't cracked the 90 barrier but it wouldn’t surprise me at some 
point because people are living longer and still get love at any age. Love doesn't 
know an age. But, in the app business, there's definitely ones are going to be better 
than others for you.  
 
Let's start with if you're over 50 and I'm going to get to you if you're 40 and over in 
a minute. If you're over 50. Match.com is known for the over 50 crowd and they 
have a huge database even though they've been known from time to time to have 
dead profiles. They have a lots of the over 50 crowd, lots of them. This is the 
longest running dating site and they're for people who are serious, okay. So is elite 
singles. It's very good for the more educated as well. 20% of the eHarmony users 
are over 50 and it has a huge subscriber list as well. Those are probably the best 
ones. Forget Tinder, okay. Tinder is not going to be good for your age level at all.  
 
Sweatt, it is spelled S-W-E-A-T-T, you're going to be able to refer to the notes on 
this as well, is a workout app where you meet others who like to workout. They 
actually have a lot of people who are over 50. It's funny, the older you get, the 
better you take care of yourself and it's amazing how many people over 50 start 
working out and can't take their body for granted anymore and it's a good thing.  
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Look for any app that has a social aspect, that is focused on what you enjoy just as 
a general rule including if you're over 50 and being super specific at this age and 
after over 50 is very good.  
 
Now, if you're over 40, you need to also forget Tinder. That skews way too young 
for you. Raya is good for you if you want to get an invite to that or get on their 
waiting list. Bumble where the woman chooses the guy and starts the interaction is 
fine and the pool of over 40 there is lower, I just want to warn you about that. The 
League, Happn, PlentyOfFish and Match which is for the more serious are also 
good for over 40 as is OkCupid. OkCupid tends to be for the more serious ones 
who really are looking for soulmates. All of those are suggested for the over 40.  
 
Now, do follow your divine guidance and that's why I tell you, as I'm mentioning 
these, hopefully you've been taking notes and I do suggest that or listen to it again 
to really get what I'm talking about and follow your divine guidance. What's 
pulling on you? What sounds interesting? What sounds hard? And even if it's in an 
exclusive app, I don't believe in exclusivity. Remember, I don't believe in rejection. 
I just believe in the right fit. It might not be your people. But, if you want it, there 
will be a way and you will get in there, okay. Look for your divine guidance.  
 
Now, I want to tell you that your very best that to finding the right app for you. 
And this is, I want you to do an informal poll of your friends. Ones that are closest 
to you when you're disclosing that you're dating first, the ones that are supportive. 
If you know somebody is judging about you or a family member—remember, keep 
it close to the vest. I give you permission to not mention it in something is 
vulnerable as your dating life right now. Be selective but asked the friends that you 
feel are supportive, what they suggest or what they're doing. See what they're 
doing, ask those you're attracted to, even your exes. If you're friendly, try to do it. 
You could do stealth research too on the ones that offer to connect you with your 
Facebook friends or friends in your area by getting on there and stalk a little bit 
and see who you know that's on there. See if that's the kind of people you would 
want. Ask around is really one of the best pieces of advice I can give you and be 
somewhat proactive about this and finding the information.  
 
As I mentioned often and I just need to remind you right now, don't leave it to just 
online. You want to flirt and connect wherever you go throughout and keep 
yourself in that magnetic spot. Remember, no matter what, these apps are just an 
introduction. It ultimately leads to seeing them in person and bonding and dating. 
You don't have to do it a lot if you're selective enough about it. Write off anybody 
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who gives you a hard time, write off anybody who will not meet with you quickly, 
write off anybody who is not responding. They're not your one. Don't get stuck on 
anybody and especially do not get stuck on anybody who is kind of leading you on 
in not getting together. 9 times out of 10, they're involved with somebody else, 
they’re married, they’re scamming you, they might be a catfish situation or worse. 
We don't want to give that much of your mental real estate. You're not that 
desperate and you shouldn't be. You can afford to be picky and as you know, I 
expect you to be picky because not just anybody will do. You're special, you have 
so much to give and we don't want to settle for somebody you're never going to be 
happy with or who's going to turn up with some warning signs later, okay. Do get 
out and about in the world.  
 
Now, I just want to say and mention about in-person. If you are a woman, looking 
for a man so many who do my work are, then I would go golfing. Take up golf. I 
have a woman right now that I'm working with in a coaching group and she is 76 
years old and she's got wrinkles, there's no question about it. She never got a 
facelift, never got a chemical peel, she looks her age and she has guys buzzing 
around her like flies. She does golf and she's also in some of the other things I'm 
about to mention. She's done all my work so she’s wildly magnetic but she also is 
in and around of lot of people. She is a member of an exclusive club and she never 
in her life thought to do it. So, I worked with her and she got in. She can't believe 
how easily she knew a couple people in there that's all you know and she took the 
steps to get there. She is having a fine time and feels wildly attractive and she's got 
a couple guys who are pretty close matches to what she wants. One is a millionaire 
golfer, she's pretty well-heeled herself but she didn't want a gold digger. She 
wanted a guy who could play at the level she's playing in and sure enough that's 
working.  
 
So, in-person, some suggestions are take up golf, volunteer at golf charity 
tournaments, even if you don't or go hang out at the restaurants and clubs where 
golf takes place. InterNations is a club, if you're more international and want 
somebody who likes to travel. In InterNation doing inter nations, they have regular 
meet ups there for networking and I've had a ton of clients actually meet somebody 
there who ended up being their soulmate because they wanted somebody who 
travelled and was more international. High-end hotels and clubs are your friends. 
The Shangri-La chain internationally, The Four Seasons, obviously, The Ritz, any 
more five-star is going to be good. You don't have to go to bars to go hang out in 
restaurants like that or look for events to take place there. You could make your 
own party.  
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I know I'm talking in-person but I wanted to add this is as supplement because I've 
expanded for a little bit my coaching practice before it dies completely and I've 
been working with more people so I've had a ton of people just in the last year who 
met somebody by forming a group of friends who were single and having them 
invited me at the lobby of a fine hotel or at a wine bar or for some, some kind of 
fun event where they just invite everybody.  
 
I have to tell you that's how I met my husband, Jon. I was going through a divorce 
and a number of friends also were I tended to attract people in my same boat and I 
met John through that group of friends because we would always invite more and 
more of our single friends and different people would even host at their homes and 
they’re vetted. When I started dating Jon, I had met him a couple times before, 
thought he was cute and then everybody vouch for him and we got married and 
he's perfect, he's my soulmate. We’ll be together forever, he's my one. That's a 
really good bet to do that.  
 
An example of an exclusive club locally because I've been attracting only people in 
obscure places but they never thought they'd meet somebody. An example is the 
Yellowstone Club in Montana. Even high-end ranches like for example, gas 
ranches, and this is for my friends in the Midwest where the population is much 
more sparse. The A Bar A Ranch is an example of an exclusive guest ranch where 
I worked one time and it's hard to get in there. But, I would plan a high-end 
vacation somewhere like that even to meet somebody who's more in any 
international. I went in the Soho House. We have one in Malibu with that I go a lot 
and Soho House is for creatives. They do skew a little younger but in Malibu 
because Malibu is a little older population, it takes a lot to get to Malibu. You have 
to have a certain amount of money. The Soho House in Malibu has a lot more older 
people. Soho House has a special membership for 28 and under and that [shoe 
shoot] anywhere. The royals are known to go to Soho House and I believe--who 
was it? It might have been Prince Harry who met his fiance now at the Soho House 
and they had some of their dates there in London and London is where it started. 
But there's Soho Houses and a lot. Soho House was a major plot line in “Sex and 
The City” back in the day and it's gotten around. The one in Malibu is pretty recent 
but that's a way to meet people. I have to tell you, I'm not snobby but one of the 
people, the people I love to hang around the most are people who are doing things 
in the world and who are creative and so I've found that in Malibu and I also found 
it on an island in the Philippines called Boracay which is highly international and 
everybody who was there was doing things in life being very creative of all kinds 
of stripes. If you like that, whatever you're like, whatever you're into, there are 
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other people like you and that's one of your best bets to meet people. So, try to find 
that and try to put yourself there.  
 
Now, as you may have heard me mention many, many times, it's not a numbers 
game and it doesn't take a lot of dates when you're in the magnetic mode. If the all 
of the sounds daunting and too much trouble, go back to the basics of my work. 
Get yourself in a magnetic place and they will have a wreck in your yard. But I do 
like that you are listening to this right now because what it means is that you are 
open to trying a few things, getting a little bit out of your comfort zone. You don't 
have to do it a lot but when you're willing to do it at all, what it shows the universe 
and what it reminds me of is just that you are willing. You're willing to put that 
invitation out into the universe and say, “Yes, I am open and I'm willing to try a 
few things.” And when you do, this will ensure that you're in the right place, at the 
right time to meet your soulmate in the most magical place that you could ever 
imagine in the most magical way. It might not be through this way but if you're 
willing to do this and join one or two dating apps and go ahead and just take a few 
minutes. It doesn't have to be a long time, it could be 20 to 40 minutes to set 
yourself up on there, you're telling the universe, “I'm ready. I'm willing. I’m open.” 
and it's just another way that the universe can work to deliver you the love of your 
life, okay. And so, let's try this, let's do this.  
 
I want to end this particular supplementary course by telling you this and blessing 
you for really having the guidance that you need when you're at that magnetic 
level, the soulmate level of attraction, then you are going to meet your one and so I 
want to bless you for that. I want to end this course just by blessing you and 
knowing and reassuring you that you are not at random chance. It's not a numbers 
game, it's not against any kind of odds, there are no odds here. I want to bless you 
for finding and discerning the perfect dating app, the perfect path, straight into the 
arms of your soulmate. Somebody who is looking for you right now. Your path to 
each other is assured and as you're willing to take these extra steps, it ensures that 
you’re well on your way, even right now, right into the arms of your soulmate, the 
love of your life. Someone who's earmarked just for you. And so, I claim and know 
right now that it is on, that you cannot take a wrong foot wrong, a wrong step, that 
you're on your way and it happens until you're happily into the arms of your 
soulmate. I hope you'll remember to give me the good news when it happens. 
Email me at info@KathrynAlice.com. I'd love to add you to my ever-growing wall 
of weddings and I am sure that your next. I'm sure of that right now.  
 
To go further with Online Dating for the One or this particular course, I do have 
the occasional coaching group, though at some point I'm going to quit doing that 
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open. I do have private coaching if you feel like you need that support. That is a 
five-figure proposition. Just so you know, the groups are cheaper and still small, so 
I still get to know you and I still give you individualized homework. If you need 
more hand-holding, you might want to consider that.  
 
If you have a friend who's going through hell, one of the things that I know to do 
and sometimes people need that level of support for private coaching just to get 
through with their suicidal or if they're really having a hard time with a break up. I 
did want to mention that because that can save somebody's life and sometimes I do 
that. It's how I started when I direct a crisis support.  
 
I do the occasional live course, not very often, but some of them now at the time of 
this recording are The Dating Mastermind and that is a prescribed 8-week period of 
time. It's not quite as expensive as coaching groups. It's under $1,000 which is 
pretty rare but it is a way to work with me personally live for eight weeks and we 
do a program that I set up a while ago, just to date together so it's not so daunting. 
If you want to online date with that or use an app, you can absolutely do it. We’ll 
concentrate in the Dating and Connecting Mastermind actually on your in-person 
interactions that will come up. Whether you date formally through apps or through 
online or you date just in-person to meet people, that's how we use that to connect 
and I'm going to help you. There is some individualized support in that that I can 
help you with. I sometimes will do an upgrade live course and then there's the 
Blueprint, the yearly Blueprint that I do. Those are just about all the live courses I 
do. Everything else is a do-it -home course which is also can be very good for you.  
 
So, that's it for now. Thank you so much for listening to this particular course. I'm 
glad that we're together and I bless you for really getting clear on what dating apps 
you're willing to use and for going ahead and you could even do it when you turn 
this off right now. Sign up for at least one or two dating apps and let's just use them 
lightly, don't take them too seriously and let's see how far we can get, alright? 
That's it for now. Much love and support. Bye for now. 


